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A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON

TESTING IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

The works cited in this bibliography address a wide variety of topics

and issues in second language testing. The first group of items pro-

vide a background on language testing in general; all other entries

relate specifically to testing in English as a second language. In

order to make the bibliography as current as possible, the compilers

concentrated on documents published after 1969. They did include,

however, a few valuable works which appeared prior to 1970. Although

an effort was made to include representative and comprehensive sources

on major issues, inevitably some interesting areas and worthwhile con-

tribu..ions have been overlooked.

The bibliography is divided into four sections. The first section

includes texts and articles that treat the general or overall aspects

of Second Language Testiu. Many of the theories, techniques, and tests
discussed in these works also apply to English as a second language.

The items listed under Testing Theory provide a theoretical background

to ESL testing procedures, techniques, and design, or describe research

in these areas.

Some Test Design items des.ribe che construction of a prototype ESL test

or reiated experimentation. Others provide teachers with suggestions

for design and construction of their own tests.

The section on Tests and Test Assessments contains descriptions of

specific ESL test instruments and also includes some evaluations. Unless

otherwise noted, tests cited in this portion of the bibliography are

available commercially or can be obtained from a specified source.

To order documents identified by an ED number in the bibliography, write

to ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P. 0. Box 190, Arlington, VA

22210. ED numbers must be specified. ED documents may also be read on

microfiche at an ERIC library collection. For lists of local ERIC col-

lections, contact User Services, ERIC/CLL, Center for Applied Linguistics,

1611 North Kent St., Arlington, VA 22209.
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1. SECOND LANGUAGE TI:STING

Carroll, John B. °Foreign Language Testing: Will the PersistentProblems Persist?" In Testing in Second Language Teaching: NewDimensons, pp. 6-16. Edited by Maureen C. O'Brien. Universityof Dublin Press, 19'71.

This "state-of-the-art" paper reviews testing developments andachievements since 1929 and discusses continuing problems of va-lidity, realism, :,cope, efficiency, and the relationship betweentesting and teaching.

Clark, John L. D. Foreign Language Testing: Theory and Practice.Philadelphia: The Center for Curriculum
Development, 1972.

This text is directed to the classroom teacher
and describes thepurpose, construction,

administration, and scoring of various typesof tvsts. Both published and teacher-constructed tests are dis-cussed.

Davies. Alan, ed. Language Testing Symposium. London: Oxford Uni-ver;ity Press, 196S.

A collection of papers approaching language testing from a numberof related points of view. Among the subjects covered are subjec-tive and objective testing, the linguistics of language testing,the psychology of language testing, attainment and diagnostictesting, language aptitude testing, testing spoken language, testsin education, and intelligibility.

Lado, Robert. Language Testing: The Construction and Use of ForeignLanguage Thsts. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964.

Basing his views on the audiolingual theory of second language ac-quisition, the author tells how to construct,
administer, andgrade discrete-point language tests.

Rivers, Wilga. "Testing and Student Learning." In Testing in SecondLanguage Teaching: New Dimemisions, pp. 27-36. Edited by Maureen C.O'Brien. University of Dublin Press, 1974.

Among the questions the author considers arc: Why do we test? Istesting a necessary part of the learning activity? What arc theimplication,: of diversification of teaching approach and content ontesting.! What do we learn about the student from discrete-pointtest and from tests of communicative ability? How much accuracy
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is to be required if communication is the goal; how much correct-

ness is necessary to avoid irritating the native speaker? How can

spontaneous language use be tested?

Upshur, John, and rata, Julia, eds. Problems in Foreign Language

Testing. Journal of Applied Linguistics, Special Issue No. 3,

August 1968.

This volume is a report of the proceedings of a conference held at

the University of Michigan in 1967. Topics of articles include

testing of culturally different groups, testing requirements of the

Canadian Public Service Commission, compound-coordinate bilingual-

ism, aptitude testi_g, global proficiency, aural cloze technique,

aural comprehension, integrated testing, testing in the context of

learning, and language test classification.

Valette, Rebecca. Modern Language_Testing: A Handbook. New York:

Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1967.

This handbook describes principles of test construction and gives

practical suggestions, based on audiolingual theory and contrastive

analysis, for making classroom tests.

See also: Savard (IV).

II. TESTING THEORY

Aitken, Kenneth G., comp. TESL Applications of the Cloze Procedure:

An Annotated Bibliography. 1975. ED 109 922.

Items in this bibliography include general references on the cloze

procedure as well as works that treat specific problems involved

in its application to ESL.

Anderson, Jonathan. "The Application of Cloze Piocedure to English

Learned as a Foreign Language in Papua and New Guinea." English

Language Teaching 27 (October 1972): 66-72.

The author reports part of a study in which the reading comprehen-

sion in English of 58 primary school students was tested on three

prose passages by means of the cloze technique and a variety of

scoring procedures. Cloze scores ranked the three passages in the

same order of difficulty as did four experienced teachers of

reading. The scores also discriminated between the abilities of

subjects on the cloze tests.
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Beardsmore, H. aaetens. Testing Oral Fluency. 1972. ED 115 078.

A description is given of experiments involving the standardization
of oral fluency testing. Oral fluency is understood to imply a
"communicative competence" requiring an ability to formulate ac-
curate and appropriate utterances of more than one sentence in
length.

Blatchford, Charles H. A Theoretical Contributiou to ESL Diagnostic
Test Construction. (Paper presented at the FrYi;1 Annual TESOL
Conventicn, March 1971.) ED 055 484.

The author presents the following hypotheses: (1) A diagnostic
test in English as a second language should be a series of minia-
ture tests on specific problems; (2) subscores in each area shouldbe considered rather than a total score; (3) the results should beused to probe mastery in an area rather than provide the means forcomparing one student against another; and (4) the teacher should
look at each item for each student rather than the score.

Briere, Eugene J. "Current Trends in Second Language Testing." InPapers on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 220-28. Edited by
Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers ofEnglish to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

The author summarizes papers presented by Upshur, Spolsky, and
Jakobovits at the 1968 International Seminar on Language Testing
and lists the other papers that were read.

Burt, Marina K., and Dulay, Heidi C., eds. On TESOL '75: New Direc-
tions in Sec( A Language Learning, Teaching and Bilingual Education.ED 117 965.

This group of selected papers from the Ninth Annual TESOL Conven-tion includes two documents on new developments in testing; the
subjects arc meas. ring intercultural

acceptance (Lawrence F. Bouton)
and the cloze pre ,edure (John F. 011er, Jr.). (Also available from
TESOL, 455 Nevil: Building, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.20057.)

Cartier, Francis A. "Criterion-Referenced Testing of Language Ski''s."In Papers on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 18-24. Edited by
Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

The author argues that despite the difficulties of applying
criterion-referenced testing to language instruction, the economic
and pedagogical advantages over the traditional norm-referenced
technique justify the effort.

4
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Condon, Elaine. "The Cultural Context of Language Learning." In

Papers on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 204-17. Edited by

Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers

of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

This article suggests that standardized tests and language tests.

are often unfair and inaccurate in that they confound language

krowledge and cultural experience. Examples from several tests

are used to support this argument.

Cooper, Rol'ert L., and Fishman, Joshua A. "Some Issues in the Theory

and Measurement of Language Attitude." In Papers on Language

Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 187-9-. (See above.)

Language attitudes are an area of sociolinguistic concern to

everyone connected wit% language instruction and testing. niis

article sketches some basic issues and describes research in pro-

gress at Hebrew University.

Davies, Alan. "Language Proficiency Testing and the Syllabus." In

Testing in Second Language Teaching: New Dimensions, pp. 18-26.

Edited by Maureen C. O'Brien, University of Dublin Press, 1974.

What type of syllahus would incorporate the most valid language

texts? What kind of test most suitably accompanies it? The

author presents a case for the spiral syllabus and proficiency

testing.

"Two Tests of Speeded Reading." In Testing Language Pro-

ficiency, pp. 119-30. Edited by Randall L. Jones and Bernard

Spolsky. Arlington, Virginia: Center for Applied Linguistics,

1975.

Within the framework of recent changes in language testing theory,

the author describes and discusses two integrative, global tests

of speeded reading that may be used as part of a proficiency

battery in ESL testing. The first test is a variety of cloze

test, and the second interposes English distractors randomly in

a running text.

Denham, Patricia A. ''Oesign and Three-Item Paradigms." English

Language Teaching Journal 28 (January 1974): 138-45.

Five varieties of three-item aural discrimination test paradigms

arc examined. It is found that the design of such paradigms is

an important factor in determining the difficulty of tests used

for advanced learners of a foreign language.
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Dykstra, Gerald. "Goal and Test Congruency
and Systematization inMaterials Preparation." RELC Journal 3 (June-December 1972):19-29.

The author presents A model for the systematic application of
congruency of goal, cue, test, and criterion.

Garcia-Zamor, Marie, and Krowitz, Miry J. Contextual Testing andCommunicative Competence. (Paper presented at the 49th AnnualMeeting of the Linguistic Society of America, December 1974.)!:1 104 145.

Current issues in testing are examined and a framework for dealingwith them is proposed. The paper cocuses primarily on advancedadult learners who must function in English in their professions.

Gradman, Harry. "Reduced Redundancy Testing: A Reconsideration."In Testing in Second Language Teaching: New Dimensions, pp. 41-48.Edited by Maureen C. O'Brien. University of Dublin Press, 1974.

The author reviews work done on the cloze method of testing andconcludes that ne preliminary evidence supporting this techniqueas a simple and effective device for evaluating language profi-ciency justifies further research. He makes specific suggestionsabout the direction this research might profitably take.

Gradman, Harry L., and Spolsky, Bernard. "Reduced Redundancy Testing:A Progress Report." In esting Language Proficiency, pp. 59-70.Edited by Randall L. Jones and Bernard Spolsky. Arlington, Vir-ginia: Center for Applied Linguisties, 1975.

This paper discusses recent studies of dictation tests with addeddistortion, as administered to ESL students, and considers theirtheoretical and practical implications.

Groot, Peter J. M. "Validation of Language Tests." In papers on Lan-
guage Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 137-43, Edited by Leslie Pa:mer andBernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of English to Speakers
of Other Languages, 1975.

The author deals witI7 the problem of developing and validating afunctional listening comprehension test and describes the role oftests in the investigation of
communicative competence.

Ilyin, Donna. "Structure Placement Tests for Adults in English-
Second-Language Programs in California." In Papers on Language
Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 128-36. (See above.)

0
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This ,;aper describes the development of an adult education place-

ment test in California, as well as attendant testing and adminis-

trative problem,:.

Jon:, Jon G. Can't Language resting Interface with Language Acquisi-

tion? (Paper presente.d at the Ninth Annual TESOL Convention, March

1973.) ED 117 932.

The author argues for the use of integrative tests of language pro-

ficiency. Re critizes diserete-point testing because it forces the

learner to focus on a particular set of surface features, with the

result that the learner's involvement with language as a medium of

communication suffers.

Lane, Victor 1. "Testing in ESL Programs for Disadvantaged Adults."

In Testing in Second Language Teaching: New Dimensions, pp. 61-66.

Edited by Maureen C. O'Brien, University of Dublin Press, 1974.

What kind of English proficiency.tests, if any, are useful for

learncrs such as adult immigrants with little or no schooling? Rea-

sons for not testing arc substantial, but the author acknowledges

that testing is generally-required in language programs. He argues

that pains should be taken to ensure that language tests for disad-

vantaged adults arc culturally fair.

Language Testing, with Special Reference to English as a Foreign Lan-

guage. Specialised Bibliography B8. London: British Counc-il,

English-Teaching Information Centre, 1974. ED 113 951.

The first section of this bibliography cites bibliographies dealing

with language testing, while the second and third sections deal with

books and articles in the same area. A fourth section lists te...t

distributors' catalogues. Most entries have been published since

1965.

Lugton, Robert C., ed. Preparing the 11,I. Teacher: A Projection for

the '70's. Philadelphia: Center for Curriculum Development, 1970.

ED 044 672.

This ,ompilation of studies in the training of ESL teachers contains

a chapter by Robert L. Cooper cn ESE testing. (Available from CCD,

401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106.)

Motta, Janice et al. Reading Evaluation fer Adult Non-English Students.

Fall Rier, Massachusetts: Bristol Community Collq4e, 1974.

ED 098 A3.

This pa-der discusses several evaluative methods that arc available

for tc;c: in a reading program that Is aimed at ESL students. The

7
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subjects include evaluation, teacher observation, standardized tests
(which discusses their use and validity, and the inappropriateness
of standardized tests for ESL students), informal reading invento-
ries, and variables of performance.

011er, John W., Jr. "Assessing Competence in ESL:. Reading." in
Papers on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 25-36. Edited by Leslie
Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of English
to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

ihis paper reports on research whico indicates a closer interrela-
tionship among the four language kills than had been thought tra-
ditionally. The author concludes, therefore, that testing should
attempt to measure integrative, not discrete sKills. He also attempts
to define the differences between native and non-native reading pro-
cesses-and addresses to teachers some provocative questions about
tests.

. "Cloze Tests of Second Language Proficiency and What They
,Mean." Language Learning 23 (June 1973): 105-18.

The author argues that short-term memory constraints are invoked
by the cloze technique and that these constraints are limitations
on competence, not performance. He claims, therefore, that the
cloze procedure taps this underlying competence.

Research with Cloze Procedure ir Measuring the Proficiency. of
Non-Native Spcakers of English: An Annotated Bibliography. Arling-
ton, Virginia: ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics,
1975. EU 104 154.

Included in this bibliography are four major sections: (1) the pros
and cons of the basic procedure--researeh and debate;(2) research
with non-native speakers of English and the cloze procedure (a) as
a testing device, (b) as a teaching device, (c) as a measure of
readability, (d) as an elicitation device, (e) as applied orally
and aurally to both native and non-native speakers; (3) research
with languages other than English or with social varieties of
English; and (4) reviews.

"Scoring Methods and Difficulty Levels for Cloze Tests of Pro-
fic ency in English as a Second Language." The Modern Language
Journal 56 (March 1972): 151-58.

Among the alternatives considered, the author finds that acceptable
fill-ins work best. Evidence is cited to show that the cloze pro-
.edure correlates highly with 'tests which require a high level of
integrative proficiency.

8
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011er, John W., Jr., and Inal, Nevin. "A Cloze Test of English Prepo-

sitions." In Papers on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 37-49.

Edited by Leslie Palmer and dernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.:

Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

The authors present evidence supporting the use of cloze procedure

for measuring ability to use English prepositions and for indicating

common learning difficulties.

,
011er, John W., Jr., and Streiff, Virginia. "Dictation: A Test of

Grammar Based Expectancies." In Testing Language Proficiency,

pp. 71-88. Edited by Randall L. Jones and Bernard Spolsky. Arling-

ton, Virginia: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975.

The purpose of this paper is to present a re-evaluation of 011er's

paper published in English Language Teaching in 1971 entitled

"Dictation as a Device for Testing Foreign Language Proficiency."

011er, John W., Jr. et al. "Cloze Tests in English, lhai, and Vietnam-

ese: Native and Non-Native Performance."
Language Learning 22 (June

1972): 1-15.

This study interprets response types, error patterns, and mean scores

of natives and non-natives.
Ind-ividual items are also analyzed.

It is suggested that the cloze task may be equivalent across languages.

Plaister, Theodore H. "Testing Aural Comprehension: A Culture Fair

Approach." In Papers on'Ianguage Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 200-203.

Edited by Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.:

Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

The author explains that test items that reflect a given culture

different from that of the individual tested may actually test

something other than language proficiency.

Robinson, Peter. "Testing the Second-Language Competence of Children and

Adults." EalLsJII.2212a7,2121kg. 27 (February 1973): 190-99.

This paper provides the classroom teacher with a basic theoretical

and practical background to language testil.,7. A general working

definition of linguistic competence is also given.

. "Oral Expression Tests: 1" and "Oral ExpresEion Tests: 2."

English Language Teaching 25 (February and June 1970): 151-55 and

260-66.

In the first of these two articles, the author discusses the differ-

ences between objective and subjective tests and attempts to correct

9
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misunderstandings about their meaning. He defines and evaluates
the different levels of spontaneity, or participation, that students
may be allowed in reading and oral tests. In the second article,
he argues that the purpose of an oral expression test is to create
a situation in which the student participates freely and has an
opportunity to show his proficiency at its best. The considerations
relevant to constructing such tests are also discussed.

Saville, Muriel K., and Troike, Rudolph C. A W.)
Education. Arlington, Virginia: Center
1970. ED 03S 877.

The final chapter of this handbook, s.

evaluation, discusses language and
condition questionnaires.

i. "f pi onal

,cs,

: of
aid home

Seward, B. H. "Measuring Oral Production in EFL." English Languap
Teaching 28 (November 1973): 76-80.

The author argues that traditional objective tests are a better
measurc 3f foreign language proficiency than teacher evaluations.
Some of the advantages cited arc ease of administration, scoring
efficiency, and high level of discrimination.

Spolsky, Bernard. "Language Testing--The Problem of Validation."
In Paners on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 146-53. Edited by
Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

By contrasting the diverse purposes of achievement and proficiency
testing, the author explores.the difficulty of characterizing and
testing overall language proficency.

Testing the English Proficiency of Foreign Students. Washington, D.C.:
Center. for Applied Linguistics, 1961.

This volume consists of the final recommendations and background
papers of a conference sponsored by the Center in cooperation with
the Institute of International Education and the National Association

..of Foreign Student Advisers. The papers describe various English
.

proficiency testing programs in the U.S. and abroad and discuss
the rationale and problems involved in their ciVelopment and
administration. (Available soon through the ERIC system.)

Upshur, John A. "Objective Evaluation of Oral Proficiency in the ESOL
Classroom." In Papers on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 52-65.
Edjted by Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.:
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.
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Oral classroom testing is seen as a necessary part of teaching and

as a better index of student proficiency than standardized tests.

While test-taking should be subjective, the author maintains, test

scoring should be objective.

Upshur, John A. "Language Proficiency Testing and the Contrastive

Analysis Dileman." Language Learning 12 (September 1962): .123-28.

The author points out major practical and theoretical problems

implicit in the contrastive analysis approach to explaining second

language acquisition and errors. Testing impliLations are explored.

Valette, Rebecca M. "Developing and Evaluating Commn-lcation SK

in the Classroom." TESOL Quarterly 7 (December 1)-Th 407-24.

To evaluate communicative competence the teacher must test -44ident

ability to communicate in the modes of listening comprehension,

reading comprehension, and self-expression in reading and ariting.

It is the author's contention that in such testing, the student

mustbe directed to J ay his communicative competence, not his

acqUisition of the elements of the language. Many communication

activities which are used in teaching can also be used la testing.

See also: Harris, Testing English as a Second Language (III);

Testing English Language Proficiency (III); Savard (IV).

TEST DESIGN

Allen, Virginia F. "Toward a Thumb-Nail Test of English Competence."

In Papers on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 2-5. Edited by

Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of

English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

Focusing on the teacher's role in preparing and interpreting test

exercises, the author suggests using cloze exercises for teaching

purposes (to help students clarify basic grammatical notions) and

for testing (to discover what students have learned and to get a

rough evaluation of their English competence).

Beardsmore, H. Baetens, and Renkin, A. "A Test of Spoken English."

International Review of Applied Linguistics in Language Teaching

9 (February 1971): 1-11.

Designed to test the degree of accuracy, fluency, and intelligi-

bility of the subjects in a manner which will produce information

11
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similar to that which could be obtained by .an interview technique,
this test is based on the idea of fictitious dialogue. The test
items leave little scope for variations in the answers so as to
establish the individual's ability to manipulate spoken language
in an active way.

Burgess, Thomas C., and Grcis, Naguib A. F. English Language Profi-
ciency and Academic Achievement among Students of English as a
Second Language at the College Level. 1970. ED 074 812.

The study reported here deals with the problem of determining what
testing device can best indicate a foreign student's readiness for
satisfactory performance at the college level, especially in courses
requiring a good command of reading anl writing skills in English.
The study considers several standar "iciency tests and devises
a formula that compares the relat-

,,rformance results on
diose tests with students' pc-r lege courses.

Byers, Bar:on H. "Testing Profic,. rpersonal Communication."
RUC Journal 4 (December 1973)

: 39--,.

The author describes the DyComm ("dyadic communication") System
for testing and teaching interpersonal communication.

Cahill, William et al. "Assessing Student Achievement." TESL Talk 6
(1 anuary 1975) : 29-44.

Two techniques for evaluating student achievement in English as a
second language are explained: the interview and the dictation
cercise. Sample test items arc presented.

Chance, Larry L. The Development of an Objective Composition Test for
Non-Native Speakers of English. 1973. ED 095 569.

An objective composition test was constructed that correlated posi-
tively with grades on written compositions and that investigated
the effects of native language background and total language profi-
ciency on written composition skills. It was concluded that skill
in composition appears to be a function of total language proficiency.(Available from University Microfilms, P.O. Box 1764, Ann Arbor, MI48106. Order No. 74-12,538.)

Cohen, Andrew D. "The Sociolinguistic Assessment of Speaking Skills
in a Bilingual Education Program." In Papers on Language Testing,
1967-1974, pp. 172-86. Edited by Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky.
Washington, D.C. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages,
1975.

12
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This paper reports on tests used in a bilingual program to evaluate

speaking proficiency, with special attention to language use pat-

terns ard the speaker's socio-demographic characteristics. The

author discusses test instrument development and modification,

speech eliciting techniques, and areas for future investigation.

Corbluth, Julian. "A Functiroal Analysis of Multiple-Choice Questions

for Reading Comprehension." English Language Teaching 29 (January

1975): 164-73.

This paper atterts to categorize the types of "distractors" which

have a valid function in teaching and testing reading comprehension.

This categorization is followed by consideration of the teachiag

purpose involved, comments on the types of text appropriate to the

multiple-choice comprehension question, and guidelines for devising

such questions.

Cosgrave, Desmond
Them." Modern L.

Comi, Hor ion Tests and How to Prepare

urna .1,,4ary 1970) : 5-17.

The author discusses various factors which must be taicn into

account when preparing aural comprehension tests on grammatical

structure and vocabulary insofar as problem words are relaIed to

specific structures. He suggests ways of preparing the test script

so that it will he meaningful and outlines methods of checking

reliability.

Crymes, Ruth, and Norris, William, eds. On TESOL 74. 1975.

ED 102 872.

This group of selected papers from the Eighth Annual TESOL Conven-

tion includes a section on information for the test writer, the

teacher, and the test-writing teacher.

Dimitrijevic, Naum R., and Djordjevic, Dusan. "The Reliability of the

Subjective Assessment of the Pupils' Pronunciation of English as a

Foreign Language." International Review of Applied Linguistics in

Language Teaching 9 (August 1971): 245-65.

Results of experiMents described here demonstrate the need for

special teacher training in order to evaluate EFL pronunciation

fairly, accurately, and consistently.

English as a Second Languate in Kindergarten--Testing Young Children.

Preschool Education Series, No. 3. Indochinese Refugee Education

Guides. Arlington, Virginia: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975.

ED 116 478.
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Suggestions are given for using existing evaluation techniques to testhe English language proficiency of chiluren at kindergarten level.

Fowler, W. S. "Experimenting with Multiple Choice." English LanguageTeaching Journal 28 (January 1974): 145-48.

An intermediate-level
multiple-choice test of English verb tenses,with a scaled scoring.system, is discussed.

Groot, Peter J. M. "Testing Communicative Competence in Listening Com-prehension." In Testing Language Proficiency., pp. 45-58. Edited byRandall L. Jones and Bernard Spolsky. Arlington, Virginia: Centerfor Applied Linguistics, 1975.

The author describes the development of listening comprehension teststo be administered to final-year
students in secondary schools inHolland. This paper serves as an example of how tests of communica-tive ability should be developed in a school situation or during alanguage training program for ESL students and other students who aregoing to work abroad.

Harris, David V. "Report on an Exprntal Group-Administered . murySpan Test." In Papers on Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 6-17.Edited by Leslie Palmer and Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.:Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

The author tests the feasibility of a group-administered memory spantest. Iiis results show that such tests can be given to groups ofstudents in small EFL classes and scored reliably if the rate..s areproperly trained and supervised.

. Testing English as a Second Language. New York: McGraw-HillBook Co., 1969.

This book is directed to ESL teachers to help them improve classroomexaminations and evaluate standardized tests. The author cautionsagainst over-use of cont-rastive analysis.

Heaton, J. B. Writing English Language Tests. London: Longman Group,1975.

This text is designed as a practical handbook-in test constructionfor the classroom teacher. The author has included exercises to givethe reader practice in writing various types of test items.

Kelly, Louis G., ed. Description and Measurement of Bilingualism.Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969.

The proceedings of a major international seminar on bilingualism arereported. Topics discussed include the nature of bilingualism, howto measure bilingualism, the effects of one language on another, the
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'roles that a bilingual's language play in his behavior, the behavior

of bilingual groups, and the incidence and distribution of bilingual-

ism.

Matluck, Joseph H., and Mace-Matluck, Betty J. "Language and Culture in

the Multi-Ethnic Community: Spok,ii-Language Assessment." Modern

Language Journal 59 (September-October 1975): 250-55,

The authors describe the research approach used to develop the MAT-

SEA-CAL Oral Proficiency tests. Language test performance depend on

both language proficiency and knowledge of the culture.

Matthews-Bresky, R. J. H. "Translation as a Testing Device." English

Languae Teaching 27 (October 1972): 58-65.

This article is a practical discussion of the use of translation,

both independently and in conjunction with other methods, for testing

command of grammatical and structural items.

Otter, H. S. "Some Problems in the Construction of a Language Examina-

tion." In Testing in Second Language Teaching: New Dimensions,

pp. 49-60. Edited by Maureen C. O'Brien. University of Dublin Press,

1974

The author describes and explains reasons for changes in the form and

emphasis of the 1975 Cambridge English Examinations.

Palmes, Adrian S. "Testing Communication." International Review of

Applied Linguistics in Language Teaching 10 (February 1972): 35-46.

This article suggests that oral communication proficiency is over-,

looked by typical foreign language proficiency test batteries, and
presents expdrimental examinations to test this skill.

Politzer, Robert L.; Hoover, May Rhodes; and Brown, Dwight. "A Test of

Proficiency in Black Standard and Nonstandard English." In papers on

Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 91-100. Edited by Leslie Palmer and

Bernard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of English to Speakers

of Other LanguageS, 1975:

The authors develop two tests in an attempt to find out how produc-

tive ability in standard or nonstandard Black English is related to

reading ability scores.

Robinson, Peter. "Composition, Adaptation, and Choice of Second Lan-.

guage Tests." English Language Tearliing 25 (October 1970): 60-68.

The author describes various kinds of tests, shows how and for whom

they can be used, and what the test results can mean. He also pro-

vides teacher-oriented guivielines concerning test selection, adapta-

tion, and composition.
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Rand, Earl. "A Short Test of Oral English Proficiency." LanguageLearning 13 (3 and 4, ,:).St: ?03-209.

The author describes a .,;Por:, oi)iective test for quickly testingthe oral proficiency of iai. umber of non-native speakers ofEnglish. The test can b giver on tape in the language laboratoryand, after some training, can he graded by competent non-native
speakers.

Spalsky, Bernard; Murphy, Penny; Holm, Wayne; and Ferrel, Allen.
"Three Functional Testi; of Oral Proficiency." In Papers on
Language Testing, 1967-1974, pp. 75-90. Edited by Leslie Palmerand Bcrnard Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages, 1975.

This article describes three experimental oral tests for childrenand adults. These tests may be used even by relatively untrained
testers to classify students for placement.

Spolsky, Bernard; Signard,
Bengt; Sako, Masahito; Walker, Edward; andAterburn, Catherine. "Preliminary Studies in the Development ofTechniques for Testing Overall Second Language Proficiency."

Language Learning, Special Issue No. 3, (1968): 79-102.

The authors report the results of preliminary experiments withthe aural cloze (ability to receive messages under various condi-tions of medium distortion) as a measure of global proficiency.
Also discussed are means of.test construction and

administration,as well as directions for future work.

Testing English Language Proficiency. General Information Series, No.2. Indochinese Refugee Edacation Guides. Arlington, Virginia:Center forApplied Linguistics, 1975. ED 116 487.

This three-part paper consists of: (1) an annotated bibliographyof tests for English as a Second Language and for learning ability,(2) a bibliography about second language testing, and (3) a listof ten principles for test construction and administration forthose who wish to write their own tests.

Testing Some English Language Skills: Rationale, Development, andDescription. Toronto (Ontario) Board of Education, 1969.ED 069 161.

The materials described in this study were developed for use in theNew Canadian Study (1967-68), which was colcerned primarily with
the school success of ESL students.
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Townson, Michael. "Testing Oral Skills a University Level." pnglish

Language Teaching 27 (February 1973): 199-205.

This article reports on efforts at the University of Erlangen to

improve oral language examinations aimed at EFL students preparing

for a teaching career. Execution, evaluation, rating, and marking

of the test are discussed. Areas tested include pronunciation,

grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension.

See also: Clark (1); Aitkin (II); Davies, "Two Tests of Speeded

Reading" (II); Language Testing, ETIC (II); 011er,

Research with Cloze Procedure (II); Robinson, "Testing

Children and Adults" (II); Testing the Emslish Proficiency

of Foreigr Students (II); Savard (IV).

IV. TESTS AND TEST ASSESSMENTS

Angoff, William H., and Sharon, Auriel T. "A Comparison of Scores

Earned in TOEFL by Native American College Students and Foreign

Applicants to U.S. Colleges." In Papers on Language Testing,

1967-1974, pp. 154-162. Edited by Leslie Palmer and Bernard

Spolsky. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of English to Speakers of

Other Languages, 1975.

Administering the Test of English as a Foreign Language.(TOEFL)

to a group of native English-speaking university freshman showed

that the test items were much
easier for them than for the non-

native speakers tested and that the test did not discriminate

among the native speakers. These results point to the importance

of directing a language test at its specific subjects.

Briere, Eugene J. et al. Test of Proficiency in English as a Second

Language (TOPESL). Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Indian Affairs,

1973.

A comprehensive test assessing production and perception skills in

written and spoken English and
intended for use in Grades 4-6 in

Bureau of Indian Affairs schools. The test includes sections on

grammar (including cloze technique), listening comprehension (based

on non-oral response to
taped messages), and an oral section which

utilizes illustrations.
(Available on a loan basis from BIA-IERC,

Evaluation Division, P. O. Box 1788, Albuquerque, NM 87103.)

Buros, Oscar K., ed. The Mental Measurements Yearbook. Highland Park,

N.J.: Gryphon Press, 1938--.
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The Mental Measurements Yearbook
describes and reviews in detail

tests in all areas of education. Por tests of English as a secondlanguage, see the section entitled- "Tests and Reviews: ForeignLanguagesEnglish."

Burt, Marina K.; Dulay, U.; and Hernandez, E. Bilingual Syntax Measure.New York: Psychological Corporation, 1975.

The BSM measures the child's (pre K-3) structural r ncy in
English. It can also he used For Aiagno uid pla,.e-iont. The
child resoonse ho lets a.t:.dole in Lnglish 0c ',punish.

flie Cambridge English Examinations. The First Certificate...in English.
The Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English. University
of Cambridge (England) Local Examinations Syndicate, 1975.

This examination is ilesigned to assess achievement for intermediate,
advanced, and university level students. It consists of five sec-
tions: oral interview, listening and reading comprehension, composi-
tion, and use of English.

Davidson, David M. Test of Ability to Subordinate.

This is a 50-item objective test for ESL college students to deter-
mine their ability to use nine major structures of subordination.
It presents pairs or triads of kernel sentences which students are
asked to combine into one sentence using a given sentence frame,
and it serves as both a placement and diagnostic tool for intermedi-
ate to advanced students. (Available from the author, Department
of Special Educational Services, Bronx Community College, 181st Street
& University Avenue, The Bronx, NY 10453.)

Davis, A. L. Diagnostic Test for Students of English as a Second
Language. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1953.

This test is designed to assess knowledge of English structure and
idiomatic vocabulary of teenage and adult students through 150
multiple-choice questions. The test can be used to determine the
need for special instruction, to place students in classes of differ-
ent levels of proficiency, or to aid in the preparation of lesson
plans.

ESL Placement and Proficiency Chart. Silver Spring, Maryland: Insti,-
tute of Modern Languages, 1974.

This chart of listening, speaking, reading, and writing proficiency
levels was developed for language programs using teaching materials
produced by the Institute of Modern Languages.
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Evaluation Instruments for Bilingual Id cJulun: An Annotated Biblio-

graphy. 1975. ED 111 182.

This compendium of over 250 e';a1.. irliiiient!, in use by pro-

ject itcc throllyout the U.S. t as'.ist bilingual/

bicultural ,ducaturs in locat ir ,lapting evaluiulon

instrument . iitable tu local 'Wailable from

Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Education, 6504

Tracor Lane, Austin, TX 78721.)

Examination of Operational Competence in English Certificate Level.

New York: Litton Edational Publishing International, 1971.

The purpose of this examination is to determine proficiency level

in rel:ition to the language requirements for functioning in pro-

fessional positions and higher education. It contains sections

on sound and intonation discrimination; listening comprehension

of sentences; grammar; reading comprehension; and writing abilitY.

Gotthold, Y., and Gefen, R. "Listening Comprehension as a Component

of the English Matriculation Examination: Report of an Experiment."

English Teachers' Journal (Israel) 14 (November 1975): 11-20.

An experiment was conducted to determine the possibility of adding

a listening comprehension test to the English matriculation exam

in Israel. The testing method and teachers' and pupils' reactions

are noted, and the test itself is included. (Available from

English Inspectorate, Ministry of Education and Culture, P. 0.

Box 292, Jerusalem, Israel.)

Griem, Peggy, and Wilson, Margaret. English as a Second Language:

Unit on Prepositions. 1969. ED 083 863.

This unit is intended to help teach and test the prepositions

outlined in the "English as'a Second Language Guide" of the

Milwaukee Public Schools. Tlie text is sequenced to develop lis-

tening and understanding skill\ s first, then speaking and writing

skills, and finally reading comprehension without visual clues.

Review and testing sections are\included.

Harris, David, and Palmer, Leslie. CELT: A Comprehensive EnOish
Language Test for Speakers of EnglPsh as a Second Language.

New York: McGraw Hill Co., 1970. \

Designed to measure the proficiency of teenage and adult students,

CELT includes multiple-choice tests of grammar, vocabulary, and

listening comprehension.
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Heil, Donald I ki ..l.amoni, Lawrence M. Assessment of the Profi-ciency in t,. !nd Understanding_ of English by Foreign Studentsas Measured .y,.t of English as a Foreign Language. 1974.ED G91 948,

This study examines the Test of English as a Foreign Language
rroCEL) and the English Placement Examination (EPE). The objec-
tives are as follows: ,:1) to determine the predictive ability
of the TOEFL and the EPE (using grade point average and grade in
a r,2medial English course as the criteria), (2) to assess the'
concurrent validity of the TOM. and the EPE, and (3) to estimate
the magnitude of the change in the TOEFL scores after the subjects
have lived in an English-speaking country and taken a remedial
English course for one semester.

Heinberg, Paul et al. Hawaii Department of Education Speech-
Communication Examination Audio Script. 1970. ED 038 642.

This speech-communication examination is a "dyadic" test in which
students, issued a set of cards to be marked according to direc
tions, are assigned partners with whom they communicate and respond
to in turn. The test has been administered in rural and urban
public schools in Hawaii to speakers of nonstandard English
(Hawaiian Pidgin). (Available from the author, Department of
Speec,-Communication, 2560 Campus Road, Room 131, University of
Hawaii, Honolulu 96822.)

Ilyin, Donna. Ilyin Oral Interview. Rowley, Massachusetts: New-
bury House Publishers, 1972.

Consisting of an oral interview built around pictures, this test
measures achievement and is useful for diagnosis and placement
of teenage and adult students.

Ilyin, Donna, and Best, J. English Language Structure Tests.
Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers, 1976.

Six tests of English structure which can be correlated with the
Ilyin Interview tests for placement of students.

Irvine, Patricia; Alai, Parvin; and 011er, John. "Cloze, Dictation,and the Test of English as a Foreign Language." Language Learning24 (December 1974) : 245-52.

The research reported here confirms that of Darnell (1968) and011er and Conrad (1971)
, showing that cloze and dictation, bothintegrative tests, correlate higher with the TOEFL listening

comprehension sub-section than with any other part of the TOEFL,
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an indication that the integrative listening comprehension part of

the TOEFL is more representative of overall proficiency than other

parts of the test.

Manuel, H. T. Inter-American Series. Austin, Texas: Guidance Test-

ing Associates.

A battery of tests including general ability, reading, listening,

comprehension, and language usage. The tests are published in

English, Spanish, French, and Italian, and the children (Pre K-13)

can be tested in their native language. (Available from Guidance

Testing Associates, 6516 Shirley Avenue, Austin, TX 78752.)

Matluck, J., and Mace-Matluck, B. MAT-SEA-CAL Oral Proficiency Tests.

Arlington, Virginia: Center for Applied Linguistics. Forthcoming.

This test is designed to (1) determine the child's (K-4) ability to

understand and produce distinctive characteristics of spoken

English, express known cognitive concepts and to handle learning

tasks in English and (2) provide placement and instructional recom-

mendations with respect to alternate programs such as special

English or bilingual education. The test will be published in

English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Ilokano, Spanish, and Tagalog.

McGuire, Helen, and Rao, Susan. English as a Second Language:

Achievement Tests, Level 1. 1969. ED 083 862.

This achievement test booklet is designed to assist the teacher in

determining the length of time pupils should spend in Level 1 of

English as a second language, and to tcst proficiency in the skills

of listening (K-12), speaking (K-12), reading (6-12), and writing

(6-12).

O'Brien, Maureen C. English Language Placement Test. Dublin, Ire-

land: The English Language Institute, 1972.

The aim of the English Language Placement Test is to measure the

proficiency of students from diverse language backgrounds. It

contains sections o. grammar (cloze procedure), writing, and

dictation.

Poczik, Robert. English as a Second Language Tests. 1973. ED 086 724.

These tests are designed to measure auditory comprehension, oral

production, the ability to ask questions, and conversational skills.

The instruments are appropriate for use in adult basic education

programs. The test can be administered in 5 to 10 minutes. (Avail-

able from the author, Bureau of Basic Continuing Education, State

Education Department, Albany, NY 12224.)
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Rodriguez-Mungia, Juan C., and Pereira, Ildeberto. List of Testing,Materials in English as a SecorltuldLarldSanish.
Boston,Massachusetts: Bureau of Transitional

Bilingual Education,Massachusetts State Department of Education, 1972. ED084 917.
Among the information

included in this booklet are the name anddescription of each test, the test level and purpose, and thesource. Forty-three tests are discussed.

Savard, Jean Wy. Analytical Bibliography of Langiulge Tests. Quebec:Laval University Press, 1969.

This bibliography contains over 400 titles: 150 first language tests;150 second language tests, and more than 100 titles of documentsand information concerning language testing. Among the informationprovided on specific
tests are form and type of test, skills tested,material required, age or level of group, testing

time, correctiontime, comments, and coefficients of reliability and validity.

Scoon, Annabelle R., and Blanchard, Joseph D. The Relation of theTest of English as a Second Language
to Measures of Intelligence,Achievement, and Adjustment in a Sample of American Indian Students.(Paper presented at the Fourth Annual TESOL Convention, March 1970.)ED 039 530.

This report discusses the types and results of tests used on 142"reasonably representative" American Indian bilingual students at the.j!Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Resultsseem to warrant two conclusions: (1) the TOEFL is a valid measureof English language skill of American
Indian students; (2) ITED (Iowa-1Test of Education

Development) also,measures language ability.

Silverman, Robert J.; Noa, Joslyn K.; and Russell, Randall H. OralLatluage Tests for Bilingual Students. Portland, Oregon: North-west Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1976.

This publication provides an evaLuation of 24 tests used inassessing oral language
patterns of students who speak two ormore languages.

(Available from NREL, 710 S.W. Second Avenue,Portland 97204.

Spencer, Richard and Holtzman, Paul. English Languase ProficiencyTest. The Language Testiag Center for International Students,Pennsylvania State University, 1965.

The purpose of this test is to gauge proficiency
for universityentrance. ft consists of sections on sound discrimination,

grammar (close technique),
vocabulary, dictation, writing, andreading comprehension.
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Spolsky, Bern_rd, and Murphy, Penny. Spanish-English Dominance

Assessment. Nlbuquerque, New Mexico: University ef New Mexico,

1972.

The purpose of this test is to as:less the dominance of English or

Spanish in 6- and 7-year old bilinguals.

Test of Oral English Production. 1969. ED 042 793.

This is an individually admiaistered test designed to evaluate pro-

grams that teach English as a second language, specifically the

Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory's (SWCEL) Oral Lan-

guage Program for children in the primai grades. No special skills

are required to administer the test. Classroom teachers can ad-

minister the test in about 1C-1S minutes. Major emphasis is upon

grammatical competence. (Available from Southwestern Cooperative

Educational Laboratory, Inc., 229 Truman, N.E., Albuquerque, NM

87106.)

Texas Child Migrant Program Tests. Austin: Texas Education Agency,

1974.

Tests and pretests for each grade level K-3 measure children's
ability to use English for communication in a manlier appropriate
to their general level of development and consistent with the

communicition requirements of their school grade level. The test

is desioed to c.ive students ample opportunity to use language
meaningfully. The children's speech is recorded and later analyzed
to determine areas requiring instruction. (Available from Texat:

Education Agency, 201 East Eleventh Street, Austin 78701.)

TOEFL: Test of English as a Foreign Language. Princeton, New Jer-

sey: College Entrance Examination Board and Washington, D.C.:

Educational Testing Service, 1964--.

The purpose of TOEFL is to determine proficiency for University

entrance. ft c,lsists of sections on grammar, vocabulary, lis-

tening and reading comprehension, and writing, TOEFL is not avail-

able for use or inspection.

Upshur, John et al. Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency.

Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, English Language Institute,

1961--.

This test consists of three parts: grammar, vocabulary, and

reading comprehension. It can be used diagnostically for place-

ment, or as a post-test to see how much the student (9-adult)

has learned. Some of the grammar items in Form 0 appear stilted,
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but this fault has been corrected in the E Form of the test.
(Available from Follett's Michigan Bookstore, 322 South State
Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48108.)

See also: Language Testing, ETIC (II); Testing the English Profi-
ciency of Foreign Students (II); Burgess (III); Cahill
(III); Harris, Testing English as a Second Language (III);
Testing English Language Proficiency (III).
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CAL-ERIC/CLL SERIES ON
LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS

Titles followed by ED numbers are already available from the ERIC

Document Reproduction Service. See Resources in Education for

ordering instructions.

:. Preparing and Using Self-Teaching Units for Foreign Languages.

Gerald E. Logan. ED 098 808.

2. A Selected Bibliography on Bilingual/Bicultural Education.

James W. Ney and Donella K. Eberle. ED 098 813.

3. A Selected Bibliography on Language Teaching and Learning.

Sophia A. Behrens and Kathleen McLane. ED 100 189.

4. A Guide to Organizing Short-Term Study Abroad Programs.

Paul T. Griffith. ED 100 183.

5. Working Papers in Linguistics. Tim Shopan. ED 102 877.

6. A Selected Bibliography on Mexican American and Native American

Bilingual Education in the Southwest. Stephen Cahir, Brad Jefiries,

and Rosa Montes. EL; 103 148.

7. Using Community Resources in Foreign Language Teaching.

Stephen L. Levy. ED 102 878.

8. A Selected Bibliography of Films and Videotapes on Foreign

Language Teacher Training. Peter A. Eddy. ED 102 875.

9. ERIC Documents on Foreign Language Teaching and Linguistics:

List Number 13. Peter A. Eddy. ED 104 162.

10. Effects of Social Situation on Language Use: Theory and Application.

William Cheek, Theodore B. Kalivoda, and Genelle Morain. ED 104 147.

11. Radio in Foreign Language Education. Robert J. Nelson and

Richard E. Wood. ED 104 157.

12. Error Analysis in the Classroom. Patricia B. Powell. ED 104 161.

13. Research with Cloze Procedure in Measuring the Proficiency of

Non-Native Speakers of English: An Annotated Bibliography.

John W. 011er, Jr. ED 104 154.

14. Pre-Student Teaching Experiences in Second Language Teacher

Education Programs. Helen L. Jorstad. ED 104 169.

15. Communicative Competence. Edward D. Allen. ED 104 166.

16. Listening Comprehension in the Foreign Language Classroom.

Terence Quinn and James Wheeler. ED 104 176.

17. A Survey of the Current Study and Teaching of North American Indian

Languages in the United States and Canada. Jeanette P. Martin.

ED 104 168.
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IS. LRIC Materials Relating to Vietnamese and English.
Jennifer DeCamp. ED 102 882.

19. A Selected List of Instructional Materials for English as a
Second Language: Elementary Level. Mayhelle D. Marckwardt.
ED 105 753.

20. A Selected List of Instructional Materials for English as a
Second Language: Secondary Level. Maybelle D. Marckwardt.
ED 105 754.

21. A Selected Bibliography on Language Learners' Systems and
Error Analysis. Albert Valdman and Joel Walt. ED 105 772.

22. A Selected Bibliography on Language Input to Young Children.
Elaine S. Andersen. ED 104 177.

23. The Current Status of U.S. Bilingual Education Legislation.
Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. ED 107 135.

24. A Selected Bibliography on Recent Dialect Studies.
Penelope 0. Pickett. ED 111 176.

25. A Selected ERIC Bibliography on Teaching English as a Second
Language to the Illiterate. Grace Joseph, Kathleen McLane,
and Laurel Taylor. ED 105 779.

26. Comparative Studies in Second Language Learning..
Judy Wagner-Gough. ED 107 157.

27. A Selected List of Instructional Materials for English as a
Second Language: College Level. Robert P. Fox. ED 107 158.

28. A Bibliography of American Doctoral Dissertations in Linguistics:
1965-67. Nancy Jokovich. ED 115 119.

29. Russian Language Study in 1975: A Status Report. Joseph L. Conrad,
ed. ED 123 889.

30. Children's Categorization of Speech Sound5 in English. CharlesRead. ED 112 426.

31. Audiovisual Materials for the Teaching_of Language Variation:
An Annotated Bibliography. Rosemary Tripp and Sophia Behrens.
ED 116 495,

32. Audiovisual Materials for the Tcachins of Language Acquisition:
An Annotated Bibliography. Rosemary Tripp and Sophia Behrens.
ED 116 496.

33. ERIC Documents on Foreign Language Teaching and Linguistics:
List Number 14. Peter A. Eddy and Kathleen McLane. ED 116 498.

34. A Selected Bibliography on Sign Language Studies. MargaretDeuchar. ED 121 098.

35. 1974 ACTFL Annual Bibliography. David P. Benseler, ed. (Availablefrom CAL.LBIC/CLL, $5 per copy, prepaid.) ED 125 268.
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36. American Doctoral Dissertations in Foreign Language Education,

1965-1974: An Annotated Bibliography. David Birdsong. (Avail-

able from CAL-ERIC/CU, 82.50 per copy, prepaid.) ED 125 269.

37. Translation as a Career Option for Foreign Language Majors.
Royal L. Tinsley, Jr. ED 125 270.

38. ERIC Documents on Foreign Language Teaching and Linguistics:
List Number 15. Peter A. Eddy and Kathleen McLane. ED 123 890.

39. Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages in the United

States, 1975: A Dipstick Paper. Christina B. Paulston.

(Available from TESOL.)
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